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ABSTRACT
Despite the widespread adoption of Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) models in voice-operated products and conversational AI
agents, current ASR models perform poorly for people who stut-
ter. One primary cause of the performance disparity is the lack
of representative stuttered speech data during the development
of ASR models. This work introduces the first stuttered speech
dataset in Mandarin Chinese, created by a grassroots community of
Chinese-speaking people who stutter to facilitate the development
of inclusive and fair speech AI. Collected from 72 speakers with a
wide range of stuttering characteristics, this dataset contains speech
samples of both spontaneous conversations and voice command
dictations from each speaker. Our analysis of the dataset shows the
diversity and variability of stuttered utterances captured, highlight-
ing its unique value in authentically representing the stuttering
community in AI data. Leveraging this dataset, we benchmark
popular ASR models to understand their potential biases against
disfluent speech.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Accessibility; Human com-
puter interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Stuttering affects approximately 1% of the populationworldwide [4].
Although the condition is typically characterized by speech behav-
iors such as repetitions (“li-li-like this”), prolongations (“lllllike
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this”), and blocks (“l—ike this”), people who stutter (PWS) often
experience significant structural disadvantages beyond these ob-
servable “speech disfluencies”. Ample research has demonstrated
that people who stutter (PWS) regularly face negative listener reac-
tions, such as stigma [6] and discrimination [8], which can affect
all aspects of life, including establishing social and romantic rela-
tionships [5, 11], achieving educational goals [14], and pursuing
employment opportunities [16].

As AI-powered Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems
become a ubiquitous part of today’s communication ecosystem,
research has shown that ASRs have significant difficulty in decod-
ing stuttered speech, resulting in three to four times higher word
error rates (WER) compared to non-stuttered speech [20]. Often,
ASR-powered systems misinterpret the speech of PWS, cut them
off while they are speaking, or are simply unable to provide valid re-
sponses [3, 20]. The inability of ASR systems to work with stuttered
speech not only creates additional barriers for PWS to interact with
popular products and services like smart speakers, in-car navigation
systems, and automatic phone menus, but also leads to potential
psychological harms such as heightened self-consciousness and
reduced self-esteem [8, 34].

The lack of adequate stuttered speech data has been a key bottle-
neck in addressing ASR performance disparities [21, 22]. Existing
stuttered speech datasets, such as FluencyBank [27] and LibriStut-
ter [18], primarily focus on English speech and are often limited in
size, representativeness, and annotation consistency [21]. Recent
efforts in collecting atypical speech for inclusive ASR also face
challenges in engaging and authentically representing the stutter-
ing community [22]. Distinct from other speech etiologies such as
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), stuttering is highly variable
and inherently social: the severity and patterns of stuttering can
vary significantly across individuals, situations, and conversation
partners [9, 31]. Another major shortcoming of these datasets is
their lack of conversational data, which is crucial for use cases
like auto captioning and conversational agents. Typically, conven-
tional speech data collection approaches, which record participants’
monologue responses to given prompts [2, 22, 24], work poorly at
capturing authentic, real-world stuttering patterns.

To fill these gaps, we present the StammerTalk Chinese Stut-
tered Speech Dataset, the first and largest stuttered speech dataset
in Mandarin Chinese (and the only stuttered speech corpus in a
non-Western language to the best of our knowledge), created by
StammerTalk - a grassroots community of Chinese-speaking people
who stutter. Including about 50 hours of Mandarin speech with
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both spontaneous conversations and voice command dicta-
tions from 72 individuals who stutter, the StammerTalk dataset
offers unprecedented versatility and authenticity compared to ex-
isting stuttered speech datasets. Through descriptive analysis of
the dataset, as well as the evaluation of state-of-the-art ASR models
using this data, our study shows the unique value of community-
created stuttered speech datasets in capturing the heterogeneity
and variability of stuttering, highlighting its efficacy in uncovering
fairness issues in existing ASR models and raising awareness of the
needs of PWS among designers and developers of ASR models. Our
work contributes to existing literature on ASR fairness, inclusivity,
and equity, advocating for open and respectful collaboration be-
tween the research community and disability communities in the
full cycle of speech AI design and development.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Stuttering
Stuttering is a neurodevelopmental condition that impacts PWS in
behavioral, emotional, and cognitive aspects [4]. Besides speech
struggles, PWS often develop adverse emotional and cognitive re-
actions of stuttering, such as fear, guilt, shame, and self censorship.
The emotional, and cognitive components of stuttering make it
highly variable and diverse [4, 9, 31]. Across individuals who stut-
ter, a wide range of speech characteristics exist, from observable
speech disfluencies like word repetitions, to “masked” disfluencies
such as word switching and circumlocution [9]. Even for the same
speaker, their stuttering pattern and frequency can vary from com-
plete fluency when speaking to oneself alone, to severe disfluencies
when speaking over the phone or to a group [31]. Such inherent
irregularities in stuttered speech make it particularly challenging
when applying modeling techniques that rely on statistical methods
and pattern recognitions – a dominant approach in modern ASR. As
a result, today’s ASR systems have great difficulty in understanding
and interacting with users who stutter [3], showing as high as 50%
WER for severely stuttered speech, 10 times the reported consumer
average of 5% [20]. Our work contributes to a deeper understanding
of AI FATE issues for people who stutter, a population profoundly
affected yet often overlooked by speech AI technologies.

2.2 Inclusive ASR for Stuttering
In the domain of ASR, ableist assumptions about the syntax and tem-
porality of human speech are prevalent. For example, endpointer
models – a component of ASR that identifies the end of an utterance
– frequently truncate the speech input from PWS as these models
have learned auditory features, including the duration of silence
between sounds, from fluent speech [20]. Similarly, ASR decoders
tend to inject unrelated words in place of partial or whole word
repetitions [20, 25]. Recent technical explorations show promise in
addressing these biases by fine-tuning ASR decoders with disfluent
speech [20, 25], adjusting endpointer thresholds [20], and model
personalization [15, 32]. In parallel, research on stuttering event
detection [1, 18] explores a two-step “detect and pass” approach to
help ASR models better process stuttered speech [29].

However, current solutions often require a relatively large amount
of annotated personal speech data [15, 32], with improvements
limited to short phrases [15], prompted speech [15], pre-defined

vocabularies and scenarios [20, 25, 32], and speech with reduced
articulations (e.g. speech by patients with ALS, CP, or Pakinson’s
Disease) [15, 32]. The question remains regarding their generaliz-
ability to everyday interactions with ASR systems by PWS “in the
wild”. Overall, there is still a significant gap in speech technology
accessibility for PWS. Our work intends to expand current technical
efforts to address this problem by auditing popular ASR models,
using stuttered speech in different scenarios and from a large group
of speakers with diverse stuttering patterns, to better understand
existing pain points and uncover opportunities for improvement.

2.3 Stuttered Speech Datasets
Acknowledging the necessity of diverse speech data for inclusive
and robust ASRmodels [23, 25, 38], there have seen several industry
initiatives to collect diverse speech samples across languages [2],
accents [2, 24], and speech disabilities [22, 33]. However, despite
these efforts, high-quality stuttered speech data remain scarce in
the public domain.

Considered highly sensitive personal data, stuttered speech col-
lected and annotated by companies is often inaccessible to the
broader research community [20, 22, 25, 29, 38]. Datasets collected
by academic researchers, such as FluencyBank [27] andUCLASS[17],
were limited in sizes and annotation consistency, primarily used
for speech therapy [21]. Open and scalable datasets, such as SEP-
28k [21] and LibriStutter[18], also have various shortcomings in
terms of annotation completeness, representativeness, and authen-
ticity. Collected from public podcasts by peoplewho stutter, SEP-28k
consists of 28K 3-second audio clips labeled with only stuttering
events (i.e. whether the clip contains prolongation, sound repe-
tition, etc.) but lacks text transcriptions [21]. While LibriStutter
does provide transcriptions, it contains no real speech from PWS
but synthetic stuttering utterances (e.g. repetitions, prolongations,
interjections) injected into audio books read by fluent speakers [18].

By introducing StammerTalk dataset, the first and largest corpus
of stuttered speech in Mandarin Chinese, our work contributes to
ongoing efforts to represent stuttered speech and the stuttering
community in AI data. We also highlight the value of community-
driven data collection and annotation processes in better capturing
the authentic and diverse expression of stuttering and representing
the voice of the community in AI speech data development.

3 STAMMERTALK DATASET
The dataset was created by StammerTalk (口吃说) community
members, through remote recording sessions via videoconferenc-
ing. Each session was conducted by a StammerTalk volunteer, who
also stutters, with a participant who stutters. The recorded speech
contains both unscripted conversations between the volunteer and
the participant, and the dictation of a list of 200 voice commands
by the participant. 70 adults who stutter (AWS) participated in the
recording with two StammerTalk volunteers, resulting in a dataset
of 50 hours speech from 72 AWS. The recorded speech was tran-
scribed verbatim, with five distinct stuttering event annotations
( [] - Word-level repetition, /r - sound repetition, /b - blocks, /p -
prolongation, /i - interjection) embedded in markups. See Appen-
dix A for more details on data collection and annotation, as well as
the participants recruitment and selection process.
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Table 1: Dataset scale and scope as characterized by speech duration (Duration), the number and types of speakers (Speakers),
whether it provides speech transcription (Transcription), types of speaking tasks (Tasks), and Language.

Dataset Duration Speakers Transcription Tasks Language

FluencyBank* [27] 3.5 hrs 32 AWS Yes conversation, reading article English
LibriStutter [19] 20 hrs 50 non-PWS Yes** audiobook English
UCLASS* [17] 53 mins 25 CWS Yes conversation English
SEP-28k [21] 23 hrs*** not reported No podcast English
StammerTalk 50 hrs 72 AWS Yes (verbatim) conversation, voice commands Chinese
* Limited to the transcribed portion of the dataset.
** Stuttered utterances are masked in the transcription as “STUTTER”.
*** Split into 28K 3-second clips.
Abbreviations: AWS - adults who stutter; CWS - children who stutter; PWS - people who stutter.

4 DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS
In this section, we provide descriptive statistics about the Stam-
merTalk dataset, showcasing its scale and data diversity, to illustrate
its unique value in providing an authentic and comprehensive rep-
resentation of stuttering and stuttered speech for ASR models and
the ASR research community.

4.1 Scale and Scope
We describe the scale and scope of the StammerTalk dataset in
terms of speakers, speech duration, stuttering events, and speech
content. Key statistics for these aspects are provided in Table 1,
along with existing datasets for comparison.

Duration. A total duration of 50-hours speech data were included
in StammerTalk dataset from 70 data collection sessions. Excluding
the two StammerTalk volunteers, each participant contributed on
average 33.0 minutes of total speech (min=17.2,max=49.9, SD=7.32),
with an average of 17.8 minutes (min=7.24, max=34.93, SD=5.6) for
conversations and an average of 15.23 minutes (min=6.45,max=27.6,
SD=5.23) for voice command dictation. Many participants found
speaking with another PWS both rare and pleasant [12], thus spent
more time on the conversations.

Stuttering Events. A total of 28,310 stuttering events were anno-
tated in the StammerTalk dataset.Table 2 compares the frequency
and distribution of annotated stuttering events in the StammerTalk
dataset with existing stuttered speech datasets containing stutter-
ing event annotation, highlighting the quantity and diversity of
stuttering events captured in our data. In particular, we compute
the Average Stuttering Rate by dividing the total count of stuttering
events by the duration of the speech, and find that conversational

speech in the StammerTalk dataset exhibits approximately 25%
more stuttered utterances compared to the stuttering-related pod-
cast (SEP-28k) and synthetic stuttered speech (LibriStutter).

We also present Event Type Distribution in Table 2, calculated
by dividing the number of annotations for each stuttering event
type by the total number of stuttering event annotations. It is im-
portant to note that a direct comparison between the Sep-28k and
StammerTalk datasets may not provide the full picture, given that
StammerTalk’s event annotation is performed at the character level,
which offers greater granularity than the clip-level annotation of
Sep-28k. However, we do observe a significant shift towards more
word and phrases repetitions and less sound repetitions in the
StammerTalk dataset, signaling potential phonological differences
between stuttering in Chinese and in English. Meanwhile, we no-
tice that SEP-28k dataset contains 40% more interjections than in
StammerTalk Conversations, which could be attributed to different
definitions of interjections in these two datasets: while SEP-28k
considers any filler words - such as “um,” “uh,” and “you know” - as
stuttering interjections, StammerTalk’s annotation excludes natural
interjections that blend into the speech flow.

In summary, the distributional differences in stuttering types
not only reflect the innate linguistic and situational differences
between existing datasets and StammerTalk dataset, but also high-
lights the challenges to identity and characterize stuttering from
an observer’s perspectives - an increasingly important issue for
fluency researchers and speech language pathologists [37].

Content. Excluding stuttering event annotations, the verbatim
text transcription of StammerTalk dataset contains 429K Chinese
characters (275K for conversations, 174K for voice command dic-
tation). The dataset contains both voice command dictation and

Table 2: Overall frequency and distribution of annotated stuttering events.

Avg. Stuttering Rate Total Stuttering Events Event Type Distribution
(per minute) [] /b /p /r /i

LibriStutter [18] 12.5* 15,000* 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%
SEP-28k [21] 12.26 17,267 16% 19% 16% 14% 35%
StammerTalk: Conversation 15.83 19,674 42% 6% 18% 9% 25%
StammerTalk: Dictation 8.10 8,636 53% 8% 17% 16% 6%
* Stuttered utterances were synthetically generated.
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(a) Individual disfluency rates in StammerTalk Conversation
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(b) Individual disfluency rates in StammerTalk Dictation

Figure 1: disfluency rates of all 70 participants in Conversation and Dictation tasks, sorted from low to high, and categorized
into mild (0-5%), moderate (5-20%), and severe (20%+) stuttering groups.

unscripted conversations in Chinese, with topics around stutter-
ing and voice products. The content of the dataset thus become
a resource for community advocacy and outreach, raising public
awareness and understanding on a largely invisible issue. As the
only stuttered speech corpus in a non-Western language to the best
of our knowledge, the StammerTalk dataset fills in an important
language gap for stuttered speech and opens doors to quantify the
linguistic and cultural differences in stuttering between Chinese
and other, mostly Eurocentric, languages.

To summarize, as illustrated in Table 1, the StammerTalk dataset
surpasses existing datasets in its scale and speakers. It contains
20 times more transcribed speech samples from people who stut-
ter than what is available today (i.e. FluencyBank), and includes
two to three times more speakers who stutter. Additionally, it pro-
vides both stuttering event annotations and verbatim transcriptions,
enabling versatile applications across a wide range of technical do-
mains. Unlike podcasts or audio books, the StammerTalk dataset
contains unscripted conversations and voice command dictations
that are closely resemble real-world speech product use cases, such
as meeting transcriptions and speech-operated devices.

4.2 Speech Diversity
Stuttering is not a monolith. The frequency and distribution of
stuttered utterances also vary significantly across participants and
speaking tasks - a common source of insecurity and frustration for
PWS [31]. Here we describe the variability and heterogeneity of
stuttered speech, as reflected in the StammerTalk dataset.

Stuttering frequency. While all participants self-identified as peo-
ple who stutter, their frequency of stuttering varies. To quantify
individual stuttering frequency, we calculate disfluency rate, as de-
fined in [13, 20], by dividing the total number of stuttering events
over the total transcribed character count in the speech of each
speaker. Following conventional approaches [13, 20], participants
are categorized based on disfluency rate into three groups, cor-
responding to mild (0-5% of words with disfluencies), moderate
(6-20% of words), and severe (over 20% of words) stuttering. As illus-
trated in Fig. 1, while the participants stutter more in Conversations
(mean=9%) than in Command Dictation (mean=7.1%), the frequency

of stuttering varies more in Command Dictation (std=0.15) than
in Conversation (std=0.08). As a result, the grouping of speakers
varies across two tasks: for Conversation, 21, 42, and 7 speakers are
categorized as mild, moderate, and severe stuttering, respectively,
whereas for Dictation, the numbers are 47, 19, and 4.

The variation in disfluency rates across different tasks and speak-
ers reflects the heterogeneity within the stuttering community. For
some, reading is much easier than conversations; whereas for oth-
ers, reading could be extremely challenging (100% disfluency rate).
The StammerTalk dataset highlights the dynamic and situated na-
ture of stuttering: its severity varies not just among individuals but
also within the same individual in different scenarios.

Stuttering variability. PWS often stutter differently: some might
show more repetitions, some with more blocks, while some stutter
covertly [9, 31]. Fig 2 shows the breakdowns of annotated stuttering
events, for all 70 participants, highlighting the diversity in their
stuttering patterns. It also illustrates the change in stuttering pat-
terns for the same speaker with different tasks: participants often
have relatively more interjections in conversations, but show an
increase in sound repetitions when dictating commands.

Contrasting to previous stuttered speech datasets [18, 21], the
StammerTalk dataset captures a wide spectrum of stuttering fre-
quency and patterns across PWS in different scenarios, providing
a much more authentic and comprehensive representation of the
stuttered speech for AI models.

5 BENCHMARKING ASR MODELS WITH
STAMMERTALK DATASET

Leveraging the StammerTalk dataset, we audit two popular open-
sourced ASR models: Whisper (large-v3)1 and wav2vec2.0 (large-
chinese-zh-cn)2. Our initial audit is intended to benchmark state-of-
the-art ASR model performance on Chinese stuttered speech and
to inform the areas for further development.

We measure the character error rate (CER), substitution (SUB),
insertion (INS) and deletion (DEL) error rates of both models on

1https://github.com/openai/whisper
2A fine-tuned version of wav2vec2.0 optimized for Mandarin speech, see https://
huggingface.co/wbbbbb/wav2vec2-large-chinese-zh-cn

https://github.com/openai/whisper
https://huggingface.co/wbbbbb/wav2vec2-large-chinese-zh-cn
https://huggingface.co/wbbbbb/wav2vec2-large-chinese-zh-cn
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Figure 2: Breakdowns of five annotated stuttering events for 70 participants

each severity level. CER measures the performance of ASR systems
for Mandarin speech, by counting the errors made by the model
at the character level, including SUB, INS, and DEL, of characters
comparing to the reference. We compare ASR outputs with two
types of ground truth transcriptions: 1) a semantic transcription
with word repetitions and interjections excluded; 2) a literal tran-
scription with the stuttered utterances kept verbatim. We remove
all stuttering event annotations in both cases.

The benchmarking results with Whisper model are shown in
Fig. 3. We notice that it performs reasonably well on the mildly
stuttered speech, achieving a CER of 10.74% for unscripted conver-
sation (Fig. 3a). However, CER increases with stuttering severity,
reaching 13.46% for the moderately and 19.46% for the severely
stuttered speech. These CERs are significantly highers than the
baseline results reported for the general population for the Whisper
model on Mandarin speech, namely, 12.8% on the Common Voice
15 dataset and 7.7% on the FLEURS dataset3.

Comparing Fig. 3a with Fig. 3b, we find a sharp increase in dele-
tion errors (DEL) when referencing on literal transcriptions. Fur-
ther inspection of the results shows that Whisper has difficulties in
generating disfluent literal transcriptions, often “smoothening” its
transcriptions by removing repeated words or phrases. We provide
examples of this behavior in Table 3 in Appendix B. As presented
in Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d, we find that CERs are higher for Dictation
tasks compared to Conversation. We suspect that Whisper relies
on language model to generate reasonable transcription within a
semantic context, thus could perform sub-optimally for shorter
speech, such as voice commands. The wav2vec model, in contrast,
performs 1.5 to 2 times worse than Whisper, and produces a lot
more substitution mistakes. Manual inspection finds that wav2vec

3https://github.com/openai/whisper?tab=readme-ov-file

model often substitutes a character with its homophones, under-
valuing the semantic context. More detailed results for wav2vec
model can be found in Appendix B.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
Representing the disability community adequately and authenti-
cally in AI data has been a prominent challenge in AI fairness and
accessibility [26, 35]. This challenge is even more pronounced for
stuttering, an “invisible” disability that is highly variable, social, and
situational. Collected and curated by StammerTalk community, the
StammerTalk dataset surpasses existing stuttered speech datasets
in its technical and informational values.

The unprecedented size and diversity of stuttered speech in
the StammerTalk dataset allows for a wide range of technical ex-
plorations and innovations. For example, the divergent stuttering
patterns captured in unscripted conversation and voice command
dictation tasks highlight the importance of situational context in
understanding stuttered speech. Future ASR models should antic-
ipate and incorporate such situational differences, using features
exacted from the StammerTalk dataset as a starting point.

Furthermore, the rigorous verbatim transcription, annotated
with specific stuttering events, presents opportunities for ASR sys-
tems to recognize and transcribe stuttered utterances truthfully,
which not only provides a more accurate transcription but also
normalizes stuttering in human communications - an attitude clini-
cally proven to benefit people who stutter in the long term [30]. In
contrast, our audit of OpenAI’s Whisper model reveals a tendency
to artificially “smooth out” stuttered speech in its transcriptions,
exposing its potential ableist biases against speech disfluencies [30].

Despite the unprecedented scale of the StammerTalk dataset,
stuttered speech remains immensely underrepresented in ASR (e.g.
Whisper was trained over 680,000 hours of multilingual data). Fu-
ture work could further expand the scale of high-quality stuttered

https://github.com/openai/whisper?tab=readme-ov-file
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Figure 3: Character error rate (CER), substitution (SUB), insertion (INS) and deletion (DEL) error rates for Whisper evaluated on
StammerTalk Conversation and Dictation.

speech datasets by replicating StammerTalk’s data collection model
in more languages and dialects. On the other hand, while existing
work on fine-tuning general ASR models with a small amount of
stuttered speech shows promise [20, 25], future work could leverage
the StammerTalk dataset to further explore this direction.

While speech interfaces and ASR-mediated interactions have
been increasingly adopted for convenience, accessibility, and cost-
efficiency, the lack of inclusion of users with diverse speech patterns
in the research and development of these systems could lead to new
accessibility barriers and psychological harms [3, 20, 34]. The Stam-
merTalk dataset, once released, would also inform HCI researchers
about the diversity and variability of speech input, contributing
new user personas and considerations to the design and evaluation
of speech technologies and their impact on diverse user groups.

Future work is also required in managing the StammerTalk
dataset. Although the community intends to open-source their
data for scientific and technological advancements, they need to
navigate complex legal and technical systems to identify suitable
infrastructure for collective ownership, personal data protection,
and cross-border data regulations.

Our initial benchmarking takes a critical step in understanding
the interaction between existing ARS models and stuttered speech.
However, our results are preliminary. Future work should include
a wider set of ASR models and investigate recognition errors more
thoroughly and in depth.

7 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the rise of speech AI technologies, while benefit-
ing many, has introduced additional accessibility barriers for peo-
ple who stutter. Our research tackles the performance disparity
in modern ASR systems for stuttered speech by introducing a
community-created, large-scale stuttered speech corpus in Chi-
nese, and demonstrating its effectiveness in benchmarking and
diagnosing state-of-the-art ASR models for stuttered speech. Our
analysis of the StammerTalk dataset demonstrates the scope and
diversity of stuttered utterances it captured, highlighting its unique
value for authentically representing the stuttering community in
ASR data. Our audit of leading ASR models using the StammerTalk
dataset confirmed the performance regressions observed in other
languages [20], establishing a much needed baseline to bootstrap
progress in improving ASR models for Chinese stuttered speech.
Our investigations into the errors made by audited ASR models
shed light on the built-in ableist assumptions existing in today’s
advanced ASR models, uncovering opportunities for developing
fair and inclusive speech technologies for people who stutter.
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A DATASET CREATION
A.1 Date Collection
The data collection was conceptualized and executed by Stam-
merTalk (口吃说), a grassroots online community for Chinese-
speaking people who stutter. Frustrated by the poor performance of
automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems for stuttered speech,
the StammerTalk community self-organized to create and curate
the first and largest Chinese stuttered speech corpus to improve
their experience with speech interfaces and products.

The data collection process spanned over nearly one year, from
January 2023 to November 2023. Two volunteers from the Stam-
merTalk community recruited participants within the community,
and conducted 60-minute data collection sessions with each partic-
ipant remotely via Zoom or Tencent Meet. The participants were
instructed to participate from an quite environment for recording
and configure their video call client for optimal audio quality (e.g.
turning off system’s auto-denoising functionality). Each session is
structured as 1) an 5-min introduction; 2) a 30-min Unscripted
Spontaneous Conversation around participant’s personal back-
ground, interests, and lived experiences with stuttering; and 3) a
30-min Voice Command Dictation in which the participant was
provided a list of 200 common voice commands to read them out
in order. The participant would be asked to voluntarily stutter [7]
and/or read the list repeatedly, if they read too fluently or too fast.
The latter two components of the session were audio recorded as
raw speech samples, which were later annotated and transcribed
for analysis and training ASR models. Approximately an hour of
speech data was collected from each session.

A.2 Data Annotation
Pro bono speech data annotation service was provided by a com-
mercial speech annotation company in China (name redacted for
anonymity). Given the absence of guidelines for annotating stut-
tered speech in Chinese, StammerTalk volunteers extended exist-
ing annotation guidelines for fluent speech with stutter-specific
instructions adopted from similar efforts in English [21]. The de-
tailed guidelines were developed with input and feedback from
speech and language pathologists (SLPs), fluency researchers, AI
researchers, and other PWS, and refined over three iterations with
two professional speech annotators who do not stutter. Feedback
and training were provided by StammerTalk volunteers to the an-
notators to successfully identity, annotate, and transcribe stuttered
utterances. The trained annotators then performed the speech-to-
text transcription and stuttering event annotation for all recorded
speech data through Praat4, providing phonetic-level annotation
and transcription of stuttered speech. At the end, Rong, a leader at
StammerTalk and a person who stutters himself, carefully reviewed
and verified all annotations and transcriptions to ensure the accu-
racy and completeness of the dataset. As a result, the transcriptions
are easily consumable by machines.

Similar to previous work [18, 21], five types of stutters were
specified by the annotation guidelines, including:

• []: Word-level repetition. Repeated words or phrases.

4Pratt is a commonly used software package for speech phonetics analysis. See https:
//www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/.

• /r: sound repetition. Repeated sounds, such as a consonant
or vowel, that do not constitute an entire word.

• /b: blocks. Prolonged blocks or unnatural silence.
• /p: prolongation. Prolonged phonemes.
• /i: interjection. Excessive utterances like ’嗯’ (hmm), ’啊’
(ah), or ’呃’ (um). Notably, natural sounding interjections
that do not disrupt the speech flow are excluded from this
category.

The StammerTalk community made the deliberate decision to
have the transcription performed verbatim, with stuttering
events annotations embedded in markups. While existing stut-
tered speech datasets often chose tomask stuttered utterances in the
transcription (e.g. LibriStutter [18]), the StammerTalk community
chose to represent the stuttered utterances authentically and explic-
itly in the transcriptions, as it not only provides a more accurate
transcription but also reaffirm the space for stuttering in human
speech and for AI models [30]. An example annotation is provided
below. Note that the same word can have multiple stuttering events,
such as both block and prolongation.

Example:我叫[我叫/p]小/b明，我[我我]住/p/b在呃/i北/r京
Interpretation: I am I am (multi-words repetitions and prolon-

gation of “am”) Xiao (block) Ming, I I I (single word repetition)
live (prolongation and block) in um (interjection) Bei (“b” sound
repetition) Jing.

A.3 Participants
70 people who stutter (not including the StammerTalk volunteers)
had participated in the data collection process, contributing approx-
imately 70 hours of speech to the dataset. The participants were
recruited through a recruitment message posted by StammerTalk’s
public account on WeChat,and compensated with a monetary com-
pensation of ¥100 RMB cash via WeChat pay, as well as a swag by
the commercial speech annotation company.

Although the participants were asked to complete the Overall
Assessment of the Speaker’s Experience of Stuttering (OASES) [37],
it was not used as a selection criterion but a resource for the par-
ticipants. This recruitment method was design to accommodate
the heterogeneity within the stuttering community and “hidden”
nature of stuttering [28]: anyone who self identifies as a person who
stutter is welcomed, including those who stutter covertly5.

After completing the data collection session, the participants
were asked to complete an exit survey to provide their demograph-
ics, contact information, and general sentiment about the data
collection session. Although optional, the survey was completed by
95% of the participants, showing highly positive experience (in a 1-5
scale, 70% “5 - extremely satisfied”, 100% above 3), a sharp contrast
with the heightened stress and “performance anxiety” observed
in previous research [26, 36]. This result highlights the emotional
benefits of community-led stuttered speech collection beyond the
tangible dataset.

Although the StammerTalk community is geographically dis-
tributed globally, most participants (64 out of 70) are from mainland
China. 34% (24) of the participants are female, much higher than
the reported 20% or less among adults who stutter [4].
5Covert stuttering is a type of stuttering with little or no disfluencies that can be
effectively passed as fluent speech to the listener [10].

https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/
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B ADDITIONAL BENCHMARKING RESULTS
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Figure 4: Character error rate (CER), substitution (SUB), insertion (INS) and deletion (DEL) error rates for fine-tuned Wav2Vec
2.0 evaluated on StammerTalk Conversation and Dictation

Table 3:Whispermodel "smooths" the transcriptions by removing words with low semantic value, as indicated by the underlined
characters.

Reference Whisper model output
就在那个继续深造的也有 就在继续深造的也有
嗯我觉得深圳他到处他都是花钱的地方就是吃喝玩乐他肯定是 我觉得深圳到处都是花田的地方吃喝玩乐肯定是

Table 4: Three examples of utterances from a severe PWS, characterized by frequent word repetitions. The wav2Vec model
produced homophone substitutions, as indicated by the underlined characters.

Annotation Wav2Vec model output
当[当当当]时我上/b[上]去的时候 当当档单舍瓦上上去的时候
我/b现[现现现]就[就]挺自/r卑[卑]的 我先线先千就就点自杯给的
呃/i进[进]行那个自[自]我介[介]绍，呃/i 而仅仅进行了个自自我界介绍和儿
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